Welcome to the new Trustee Insights

With this issue, the AHA is pleased to unveil the new Trustee Insights, our enhanced digital resource for hospital and health system boards and leadership. This bi-monthly digital package includes more insights and analysis on the changing dynamics in the field and what they mean for boards, as well as new resources to help advance high-performing governance.

Strong, informed governance is vital in this rapidly changing health care landscape. And the AHA is committed to ensuring hospital and health system boards have the information and resources they need to help navigate their organizations through the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. Additional resources in the form of briefs, presentations, video content and on-demand webinars designed for boardroom education and discussion can be found on the AHA’s website at www.aha.org/trustees.

We look forward to your feedback as we continue to grow AHA’s Trustee Services to meet your evolving needs. Please send us your thoughts and suggestions at trustees@aha.org.

Mary Jane Wurth
AHA Executive Vice President & Chief Operating Officer

INNOVATION

Surviving Disruption in Health Care
By Kenneth Kaufman
Health care providers must draw lessons from the core capabilities of successful companies in the internet economy.

TECHNOLOGY

Artificial Intelligence: The Next Revolution in Information Technology
By John Glaser
Boards need to understand artificial intelligence to evaluate its evolving benefits and risks.

PRACTICAL GOVERNANCE

Governance Leadership of Quality: Creating Tension for Change
By Jim Conway
A diagnostic tool and organizational assessment can help boards address barriers to effective quality oversight.

ON-DEMAND WEBINAR

Supporting High-Performing Boards: Dedicated Governance Leadership
By Luanne Stout
Increasingly complex board structures require a well-designed approach to board support, with distinct knowledge and skills at different levels of governance responsibility.

AHA Leadership Summit
July 24-26, 2018

The Summit’s Governance Excellence track provides trustees and stakeholders with opportunities to dive deeper into emerging trends and best practices through peer-leanring, case study sessions and strategic discussions with experts.